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Abstract 

Information security is a field of ever-increasing concern in our continuously 

digitalizing world. This is no exception for the main industry in Norway, namely oil 

and gas. While information security tends to be regarded as a technical field of 

research, there is ample suggestions of the importance of the human side of 

information security. To study this phenomenon, this paper asks how can the oil and 

gas industry collectively improve information security? Through a qualitative, 

interview-based methodology, the paper identifies the core challenges faced in the 

industry, within the human side of information security. The findings identify the 

perceived level of information sharing, awareness and communication as main 

challenges in the pursuit of security. In order to overcome these challenges, 

information sharing relating to incidents is suggested as an initiative that can serve 

as an ideal way of communication, in addition to increase awareness and learning. 

Based on the principle of herd-immunity, a case is made that sharing information on 

incidents is a mutually beneficial effort for all parties involved. Seeing that the 

domains covered are not expanded on in academic and/or qualitative literature, this 

paper contributes to the fields of research, as well as it urges further academic 

research, particularly of a qualitative character.  
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1. Introduction 

In a world continuously moving towards a greener tomorrow and renewable 

energy, oil and gas remains the most important source of energy in the world (BP, 

2019). Like it or not, it is an absolutely essential resource in today’s world. For many 

countries, like Norway, it is not only important as a source of energy, but also due to 

its huge role in the national economy. In Norway, the petroleum sector employs 

about 225.000 people and is accountable for around 47% of exports, making it the 

most important industry in the nation (Oljedirektoratet & Olje- og 

Energidepartementet, 2020). Furthermore, the industry is the sole contributor to the 

Norwegian Oil Fund, which is the world’s largest sovereign wealth fund currently 

valued at around 10 trillion NOK (~1 trillion USD) (NBIM, 2020).   

The world is also continuously going increasingly digital, and it’s safe to say that 

the vast majority of companies rely heavily on IT- and online solutions. This is 

certainly also true for the oil and gas industry. This shift from analogue to digital 

presents incredible advantages for organizations, but these systems can be 

manipulated in many ways by malicious actors. Thus, the increased interconnectivity 

ushered in by the formation of the Internet is a double-edged sword – it opened up 

for new possibilities, and it opened up to new threats. Information security in the 21st 

century is not primarily about physically securing one’s premises, rather it is about 

securing one’s presence in cyberspace. Incidents relating to information security in 

today’s world are very real and can be very expensive (Firmex, 2020), which is why 

an elevated focus on information security needs to be prioritized.  

1.1. Research question and scope 

In the case of the Norwegian oil and gas industry, it is not only in the best interest 

of the individual companies to be adequately secured in this domain, but also in the 

best interest of the nation. Norway’s reliance on the industry makes it vital for the 

nation to secure the industry, as the country is vulnerable should major incidents 

occur. It is also a tightly interconnected industry, where partnerships are the norm, 

which suggests that it is in everyone’s interest that the industry as a whole is 

adequately secured. However, the current state of information security is a relatively 

new field, and there is reason to assume that the domain is not yet fully matured. 
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Therefore, I pose the following research question: How can the oil and gas industry 

collectively improve information security? 

Importantly, the purpose of this study is to investigate the human side of 

information security. While information security is typically associated with the 

technical aspects related to it, the human side is of equal importance. Thus, this 

paper will not cover topics that are primarily of a technical nature. In order to study 

the human aspects of information security, I will conduct an expert interview based, 

qualitative analysis, that aims to establish a deep understanding of the perceptions of 

the interviewees and the current climate on information security. Firstly, a review of 

current literature in the domains of information security in the industry, and the 

human side of information security will be discussed in order to demonstrate a gap in 

the body of literature. Then, a methodological section will ensue in order to inform 

about and justify the methods applied in the analysis. Next, the analytical part of the 

paper will discuss the main challenges in this domain, as well as suggestions for the 

research question at hand. The analysis will also draw on the epidemiological 

concept of herd-immunity, suggesting its applicability in the realm of information 

security. Lastly a discussion on the findings, limitations and further research 

initiatives will be presented, followed by a short conclusion. 

 

2. Literature review: 

In 2002, Gordon and Loeb argued that “given the information-intense 

characteristics of a modern economy (e.g., the Internet and World Wide Web), it 

should be no surprise to learn that information security is a growing spending priority 

among most companies” (2002). Following the logic of Moore’s Law (1965) the 

transfer of digital data has since grown immensely, and the importance of information 

security is at an unprecedented level. Society is undergoing processes of constant 

digitalization and digitization which implies a connection to the internet, which opens 

up for relatively new vulnerabilities. Information security as a concept, is often used 

interchangeably with cybersecurity. The National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) defines information security as “the protection of information and 
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information systems from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, 

modification, or destruction in order to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and 

availability” (Nieles, et al., 2017). These last three tenets are central concepts in 

information security and are typically referred to as the CIA triad. While there is some 

effort being put into clarification of the terminology (von Solms & van Niekerk, 2013), 

most definitions of cybersecurity tend to be very similar to the one provided by NIST. 

The natural distinction to make is that cyber security is more aimed towards digital 

data, while information security encompasses all data. Provided that data nowadays 

is overwhelmingly digital, the distinction between the two is rather small. This is 

exemplified in the book “Principles of Information Security” where the overwhelming 

majority of concepts covered are of a digital character with only a few exceptions like 

physical sabotage or trespassing (Whitman & Mattord, 2011). This paper will use the 

term information security due to its more frequent use in the collected data, but it is to 

be understood that I intend for these terms to be interchangeable in this paper, 

unless otherwise stated.  

Both private and public-sector organizations play a large role in the literature 

on information security and the current state of threats, challenges and trends. In a 

report by IBM, it is noted that “organizations in the 2019 study were nearly one-third 

more likely to experience a breach within two years than they were in 2014” (IBM 

Security, 2019, p. 10). This finding demonstrates the increased necessity for 

adequate information security measures, alluded to earlier. Furthermore, reports from 

the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) and 

Verizon are examples of comprehensive annual reports that focus on the threats and 

trends within information security. The most recent report from ENISA found that 

endpoints (e.g. desktops, laptops and mobile devices) and people are increasingly 

being targeted by malicious actors (ENISA, 2019). The most recent report from 

Verizon found similar results, where attacks that are of a social character, or is 

targeting a person, is by far the most increasing threat within information security 

(Verizon, 2019). The report also shows that within the most common threat action, 

namely hacking, the majority of incidents are associated with the use of stolen 

credentials, which they describe as “not exactly avant garde” (Ibid., p. 10). These 
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reports demonstrate the current threat posed by non-technical exploits, referred to 

the human side, or the soft side throughout this paper. In Norway there are 

comparable annual reports published by NorSIS (The Norwegian Center for 

Information Security), an organization in cooperation with its European counterpart, 

ENISA (NorSIS, 2020). In their latest report they claim that “one out of four 

Norwegian businesses think they are immune against potentially crippling attacks 

that can cost large amounts to clean up” (NorSIS, 2020, p. 7). This claim should be of 

great concern, but it might not be directly representative of the oil and gas industry, 

as the primary target of the study is small and medium sized enterprises.  

2.1. Information Security in Oil and Gas 

The majority of available reports dealing with information security and industry, 

particularly the oil and gas industry, tend to be commercial reports in that they are 

commissioned or produced by a vendor. Kaspersky Lab commissioned a survey-

based report on information security in industrial IT and operational technology (OT), 

which is highly applicable to the oil and gas sector (Schwab & Poujol, 2018). Some of 

the key findings in this report was that there is a low but increasing maturity, and a 

steady or increased focus on cybersecurity investments. The report also noted that 

the majority of companies had not experienced a breach within 12 months, adding 

that this might simply be because “many companies do not detect or even track 

attacks” (Ibid., p. 4). However, this survey-based report, like many others (Deloitte, 

2017; Allan & Sutton, 2015; Knowles, et al., 2015) primarily focus on the security of 

industrial control systems which is outside the scope in this paper. A more general 

concern is that the bulk of these reports are commercial, which might pose some 

natural questions regarding objectivity.  

As part of a larger project aimed at uncovering digital vulnerabilities in Norway, 

DNV GL has produced a comprehensive report on the digital vulnerabilities faced by 

the Norwegian oil and gas industry (Kristoffersen & Hartvigsen, 2015). This report is 

unique that in that it not survey-based as the other reports cited but rather a product 

of working groups. Additionally, it is unique in that it is more holistic in its scope, 

covering information security on both the technical and the human side. The report 

cites a “lack of cyber security awareness and training among employees” as one of 
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the top cyber security vulnerability, yet again emphasizing the importance of a focus 

on the soft side of information security (DNV GL, 2015). Furthermore, the report 

makes a lot of relevant claims about the industry, such as a discussion on CERT 

(computer emergency response team) creation and membership, current legislation, 

and awareness and response training (Kristoffersen & Hartvigsen, 2015, pp. 20-21). 

Other relevant findings include the statement that companies do not train adequately 

on incidents, but that there are incident response group initiatives in place to 

document lessons learned (p. 22). To my understanding, the DNV GL report is the 

document that is closest aligned with the purposes of this paper. While other reports 

from commercial actors can provide valuable insights due to their networks directly to 

the industry, they do pose the risk of having some degree of vendor bias. While 

independent research does not imply impartiality, I argue that there is a 

demonstrated lack of independent inquiry in the cross-section between the oil and 

gas industry and information security.  

2.2. Human Side of Information Security 

When looking at information security from a non-industry specific perspective, 

there is significantly more relevant academic literature. Whilst information security is 

a domain often equated with IT, it has long been argued that technical details should 

not be the mere focus of information security research as they change over time 

(Sanderson & Forcht, 1996). Ashenden emphasize that when studying the human 

challenge of information security “we need to look at all individuals in the organization 

from end users to Information Security Managers to Senior Managers and Board 

members” (2008, p. 2). It is further argued that one of the challenges within 

information security has been that the information security manager role has been 

considered a technical role, with little emphasis on so-called “soft” skills. The author 

points out that a key element for managing the human side of information security, is 

the ability to communicate efficiently with end users (Ashenden, 2008, p. 8). The 

human challenge of information security is most prevalent within a somewhat limited 

body of literature on the topic of information security culture. Given the limited size of 

the field of research, efforts to define the topic are rather few (Astakhova, 2014; Al 

Hogail & Mirza, 2014) and not particular uniform in their structure. It may be 
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understood as a concept that “guides how things are done in organization [sic] in 

regard to information security, with the aim of protecting the information assets and 

influencing employees’ security behavior” (Al Hogail & Mirza, 2014, p. 1). I argue that 

this definition is somewhat vague as it does not specify that the ‘things’ that are 

‘done’ are of a non-technical character. While this paper is surely related to the body 

of work on information security culture, I don’t view it as a work with an emphasis on 

culture, but rather on the human aspects of information security.  

It has been argued that “information security cannot be reduced to ‘box-

ticking’, and in particular, must take into account perception of risks by organisational 

members and their security-related behavior” (Parkin, et al., 2010, p. 34). I take it to 

mean that the emphasis on perception and behavior suggest that work based on 

qualitative methodologies are called for in this domain. However, the vast majority of 

the literature I have presented is of a quantitative character, with an almost complete 

absence of qualitative research. The lack of qualitative research is documented and 

supported in a comprehensive literature review on the topic of information security 

awareness (Lebek, et al., 2014). Only about five percent of research on information 

security awareness and behavior is qualitative, while it is ten times as much 

quantitative research. These proportions clearly demonstrate that there is a lack of 

qualitative research on the topic, where the perceptions of risks by organizational 

members are focused on. Greig et al. (2015) is perhaps the closest work in terms of 

methodology. They conducted a mixed methods ethnographic study on information 

security culture in a UK retail store, depicting the case quite disorderly. Although 

these findings are by no means generalizable to include other organizations or 

industries, they call for “a different way of assessing actual security practice, as 

opposed to the usual checkbox-related approach to assessing security” (Greig, et al., 

2015, p. 64).  

The connection between epidemiology and information is sporadically made 

throughout the existing literature. Some efforts have been taken to make it a more 

established practice, such as the creation of the portmanteau, epidigitalogy by 

Symantec (Ortiz, 2014). Yet, the domain cannot be said to be well-established, and 

like much of the previous literature presented, it is primarily found in commercial 
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publications.  The concept of herd immunity is not a completely foreign concept 

within information security, as it is referred to in some papers, but rarely expanded on 

(Sales, 2013; Anderson & Moore, 2006).  

In total, the existing body of literature on the human factor of information 

security is rather limited, and even suggested to be a neglected area of research 

(Ashenden, 2008). Furthermore, we have seen the dominant role corporate and/or 

commercial publications play in the domain of information security – particularly so in 

the cross-section between the oil and gas industry and information security. While 

there is a larger academic presence in literature on the human side of information 

security, I have demonstrated how there is a lack of relevant literature with a 

qualitative framework.  Thus, I argue that this paper is an important endeavor both 

methodologically and in terms contributing with independent research in the domain 

on human factors in information security.  

 

3. Methodology 

The following section will outline the methodology and research design applied in 

this paper. As this paper serves as a thesis, an account of the ontological and 

epistemological considerations applied will also be provided. While the applied 

qualitative methods have their natural limits in terms of replicability, this section 

serves as an argument for the chosen methods, in addition to providing the reader 

with ample information on how the research was conducted and its underlying 

philosophical tenets. Saunders et al. (2016) proposes the research onion as a 

guiding tool for structuring research in a methodologically sound way.  
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Figure 1 (Saunders, et al., 2016) 

While the model of a layered onion is applied in order to visualize the 

methodological choices ordered by how abstract they are, I argue that this does not 

imply that the choices need to be peeled away in order. While going layer by layer 

might be more philosophically elegant, it is not necessarily how methodological 

choices are made in real life. For this paper, a pragmatic approach to the research 

onion was taken with the starting point of an interview based qualitative method, as 

this is the most defining aspect of this paper. Yet, this section will follow the outlined 

order, to present and argue for the methodological choices of this paper.  

3.1. Research philosophy and approach 

Research philosophy is an overarching concept that provides an ontological 

and epistemological account of how the researcher interprets the world. This is an 

important part of research, as it shapes how the researcher, and reader, thinks about 

the research process. In research there are a multitude of articulated philosophical 

approaches that may be taken when conducting research (Engholm, 2014). 

However, the four main categories in this domain are positivism, interpretivism, 

realism and pragmatism (Saunders, et al., 2016), of which positivism and 

interpretivism might be the most familiar.  
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Positivism is the approach associated with the stereotypical “natural scientist” 

perspective. An important tenet of this philosophy is that research aims to be value-

free and objective. Positivism also has a high focus on causality, which in 

combination with its objective and value-free ontology, makes it ill-fitted for most 

qualitative endeavors, including this thesis. Interpretivism, on the other hand, has 

quite a different set of philosophical perspectives as its origin is as a criticism to 

positivism (Mack, 2010). The ontological stance of interpretivism differs greatly from 

positivism as it holds that the nature of reality is socially constructed, and that it is 

created through individual interpretation (Saunders, et al., 2016). Mack (2010, p. 8) 

describes this main tenet of interpretivism as “research can never be objectively 

observed from the outside rather it must be observed from inside through the direct 

experience of the people”. Ultimately, this means that research cannot be 

disentangled from the researcher, and that knowledge is therefore not value-free nor 

objective. This is perhaps particularly true in the context of social sciences when 

dealing with complex problems in the social sphere. As this paper aims to understand 

and interpret the spoken words of the interviewees, I view an interpretivist stance 

appropriate for this task. To understand social phenomenon as depicted by others, it 

is important to employ an empathetic stance, which inherently relies on interpretation 

and some degree of subjectivity. It is worth noting that this does not mean that the 

paper aims to be subjective or biased, but rather it is an acknowledgement that the 

paper is subjective by nature, as it simply cannot be constructed objectively.  

Given the philosophical choice made in the outer layer of the onion in Figure 1, 

the choices for the remaining layers are somewhat limited to what fits within the 

interpretivist paradigm. This is in part true for the approach of the research. One of 

the epistemological assumptions for interpretivism is that knowledge is gained 

inductively (i.e. going from observation to theory) (Mack, 2010). Consequently, it is 

highly appropriate to work inductively within the interpretivist paradigm. The inductive 

process is one “in which the researcher uses observations to build an abstraction or 

to describe a picture of the phenomenon that is being studied” (Lodico, et al., 2010, 

p. 10). This is directly opposed to a deductive process, where theory is tested 

through observations with the aim of testing a hypothesis. Other characteristics of the 
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inductive approach is that it “aims to get an understanding of the meanings humans 

attach to events” and is less focused on generalizing, and it typically relies on in 

depth qualitative data, such as interviews (Saunders, et al., 2016, p. 127). It then 

becomes evident that the research question at hand is intended to be investigated 

inductively. Additionally, this allows for a larger degree of flexibility during the 

research process as it is not confined to a predefined set of theories or hypotheses. 

While I claim to follow an inductive approach, it is important to acknowledge the 

difficulties of working truly inductively. The applied process in this project has 

elements of a deductive approach in terms of gathering information prior to 

conducting the interviews, as truly inductive research can be very demanding and not 

always appropriate. However, on the deductive/inductive spectrum, this paper is 

clearly more angled towards the inductive end. 

Laying out a coherent methodology in all layers is analogous to building a 

vehicle; some parts can be used to build all types of vehicles (e.g. steering wheel), 

but if you are trying to make a boat, it does not make sense to add tires. Thus, some 

choices in the research onion, like the approach, will be largely predetermined by the 

underlying research philosophy. Lastly, while no philosophy of research is intrinsically 

better than others, some are more appropriate than others in certain contexts, which 

is why I argue for an inductive, interpretivist approach in this case.  

 

3.2. Case study 

For this thesis, I argue that the most appropriate strategy to investigate the 

topic is through a collective case study. According to Yin (2014), a case study is “an 

empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the ‘case’) in depth 

and within its real-world context” (p. 16). Through a case study, the researcher is 

able to generate an in-depth understanding of complex situations in a real-life 

context, which is exactly the purpose of this paper. Stake (1995) provides a useful 

categorization on different ways to structure a case study, namely intrinsic, 

instrumental and collective. The latter category (also referred to as multiple case 

study) “involves studying multiple cases simultaneously or sequentially in an attempt 

to generate a still broader appreciation of a particular issue” (Crowe, et al., 2011). 
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This is advantageous when the phenomenon of interest exists between several 

entities, as one is then able to analyze the observed similarities and differences 

between the cases (Gustafsson, 2017). Thus, when studying a phenomenon across 

an industry, I argue that this strategy is most appropriate in order to provide the 

necessary width for it to be representative. The main limitation to such an approach 

is that it demands data from several cases, which results in less time and focus 

allocated to investigate each individual case. This can result in collective case 

studies becoming incredibly expensive and time consuming (Baxter & Jack, 2008). In 

order to restrain the workload to a level that fits within the scope of a thesis, the study 

presented uses solely qualitative data gathered from interviews, gathered at one 

fixed point in time rather than being longitudinal. Ideally, multiple- or mixed-methods 

over a period of time is advisable, but given the restraints in time and resources for 

this project, this was simply unrealistic. Yet, I believe that the amount and the nature 

of the data collected is adequate for answering the research question. 

3.3. Data collection 

As previously mentioned, the data used in the analysis is single handedly 

interview based, gathered from ten different interviewees from eight different 

organizations. The interviews were structured in a semi-structured manner in order to 

let the interviews progress in a conversation like manner, as this has two critical 

benefits for this project. Firstly, using semi-structured interviews are ideal when “the 

researcher wants to delve deeply into a topic and to understand thoroughly the 

answers provided” (Harrell & Bradley, 2009, p. 27). When the form of the interview 

allows for on-the-spot modifications as the interview is being conducted, the dialogue 

becomes more natural, and the interviewer is able to dig deeper into topics that arise 

out of the conversation. In fact, this degree of freedom in terms of the data collection 

is absolutely necessary for the selected research approach. The interview guide is 

attached in the appendix (I), but it does not provide a complete picture of the topics 

covered in the conversations due to its structure.  

Secondly, it is reasonable to assume that the topic of information security is of 

a somewhat sensitive degree. Thus, as mentioned previously, I would suggest that 

any highly structured collection method, like that of a survey or a structured interview, 
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runs the risk of producing answers that are restrained to a larger degree. Instead, by 

conducting semi-structured interviews in a conversational manner, the researcher is 

able to build some rapport with the interviewee, which might even further loosen up 

the sensitive and restrictive aura of the topic. Admittedly, it is difficult to measure the 

degree and effect of personal connection in a single interview, but it is generally 

assumed that this method can facilitate more openness through being perceived as 

more favorable for the respondent, compared to filling out a survey (Boyce & Neale, 

2006). 

 The ten individuals interviewed all had comparable responsibilities within their 

organization, i.e. responsibilities that largely cover information security of their 

respective organization. While the individual titles of the interviewees varied from 

organization to organization, all participants were deemed as key persons within 

each organization with regards to information security. Figure 2 (next page) lists the 

interviews with information on the category of the organization, the size of the 

company, the duration of the interview and the date of the interview.  
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Respondent # Category Size 
Duration of 

interview 
Date 

Respondent 1 (1) Operator Medium 1 hr 2 min 10.02.2020 

Respondent 2 (2) 
Supply and 

logistics 
Large 1 hr 5 min 12.02.2020 

Respondent 3 (3) Operator Medium 45 min 13.02.2020 

Respondent 4 (4) 
Drilling 

contractor 
Small 46 min 14.02.2020 

Respondent 5 (5) 
Licensee for 

govt. 
Medium 1 hr 13 min 14.02.2020 

Respondent 6 (6) 

Govt. 

supervisory 

agency 

Medium 58 min 17.02.2020 

Respondent 7 
Govt. 

directorate 
Medium 44 min 17.02.2020 

Respondent 8 (8) 
Advocacy 

group 
Medium 1 hr 10 min 27.02.2020 

Respondent 9 (9) Operator Large 55 min 03.03.2020 

Respondent 10 (10) 
Advocacy 

group 
Medium 1 hr 13 min 05.03.2020 

Figure 2 

Due to company policies, several respondents expressed a wish to exclude 

their name and company name from being on print, which is why I have made an 

effort to limit the amount of identifiable data for each interview. Thus, the interview 

quotes will be cited according to the number of the respondent, not by name. The 

category column does not use any predefined system of industry categorization (e.g. 

NACE), rather it is made for this paper in order to capture the relevant role in the 

industry. The categories for size are based on the European Commission definitions 

relating to enterprise size (European Comission, 2020). 
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3.4. Data analysis 

The analysis of this paper is largely based on different coding cycles that this section 

will discuss. Saldana (2013) defines a code as “a researcher-generated construct 

that symbolizes and thus attributes interpreted meaning to each individual datum for 

later purposes of pattern detection, categorization, theory building, and other analytic 

processes” (p. 4). While this might easily be perceived as merely a way to organize 

large amounts of qualitative data, it is also the act that links data together; “it leads 

you from the data to the idea, and from the idea to all the data pertaining to that idea” 

(Richards & M., 2007, p. 137). Through a sequence of coding cycles, the researcher 

is able to synthesize a list of codes, categories and themes which serve as individual 

findings. Importantly, these findings then need to be linked together in order to 

construct a narrative that reflects the data in the best possible way. Saldana notes 

that “coding is not a precise science; it is primarily an interpretive act” (2013, p. 4), 

which supports the previous methodological choices I have presented.  

 To my experience, most classes on qualitative research strongly suggest the 

use of some sort of computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS), 

such as NVivo. A CAQDAS typically has a range of features that makes the coding 

process less consuming, in addition to having predefined structures in which the data 

is stored and organized. I decided not to use a specialized CAQDAS, as I have 

previously not been overwhelmed by the interface and features available. Instead, I 

opted for a more pragmatic solution using MS Word and MS Excel. The reason 

behind this seemingly homespun method was in large parts due to the speech 

recognition in the Microsoft Office Suite. All the interviews were conducted in 

Norwegian with quite strong accents, which rendered them useless for any automatic 

transcription service. But, by listening to the interviews, and dictating them in a more 

standardized form of Norwegian (Bokmål), MS Word was able to transform the 

speech into text quite effortlessly. This process allowed for good interaction with the 

interview, in addition to being more efficient than slowing down the recording and 

transcribing manually. Excel proved to be quite useful as well, as it indirectly has 

many of the same features as a CAQDAS (sorting functions, count of codes, auto 

completion of previously used codes, and so on).  
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3.5. Coding 

When coding the transcribed interviews, I have relied on The Coding Manual for 

Qualitative Researchers by Saldana (2013). The identified codes went through 

roughly three cycles of coding, of which the first step is best characterized by the 

elemental method of In Vivo coding. This method labels the code verbatim, with a 

meaningful word or short sentence that the interviewee said. It is suggested to be 

applied in “studies that prioritize and honor the participant’s voice” (Saldaña, 2013, p. 

91). While this is likely more relevant in ethnographic studies where how things are 

said is valued, I argue that it is appropriate to preserve the participants' voices 

wherever possible. However, the coding labels were translated to English, a factor 

that makes the actual application of the method slightly different from true In Vivo 

coding. For the succeeding cycles of coding, a descriptive method was applied, 

which means labeling the code with a word that describes the content (Saldaña, 

2013). The purpose of applying this method was to limit the number of labels 

attached to the codes, as an early stage of generating recurring themes and 

categories within the data. Lastly, the codes were arranged into final categories of 

the themes explored in the analysis of this paper. The reality of how the coding 

process was executed should be understood as iterative rather than sequential, as 

the analytical process applied is in nature interpretive, a cognitive process that tends 

to be iterative rather than sequential.  

Agreements made with the participants in this study require that I only publish 

quotes that are vetted by the respective interviewees. Therefore, the transcripts of 

the interviews, nor complete sets of codes from the interviews, will be included in the 

appendix of this thesis. However, the quotes used in the analysis will be included in 

the appendix in both Norwegian and English (Appendix II). 

 

4. Analysis 

The following section will address the findings from the analysis of the 

interviews. In an effort to elevate the readability of this part of the paper, the analysis 

will be presented in the style of a first-person narrative, flowing thematically through 
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the findings as they relate to each other. In order to get to the research question, 

“How can the oil and gas industry collectively improve information security?”, a few 

prerequisites need to be covered. First, a brief understanding of what is worth 

protecting needs to be provided. Secondly, the challenges of the industry in relation 

to information security needs to be elaborated on. This includes the perceived human 

challenges of the industry in the domain of information security. While addressing the 

challenges, possible ways to overcome them will also be addressed. Lastly, the 

challenges faced in information security will be compared to the current situation that 

we are in, namely the COVID-19 pandemic, in order to draw some comparisons that 

might be useful. 

4.1. What is worth protecting? 

This fundamental question is relevant for the research question as it might 

inform about the degree of information security that is needed. Put simply, if no 

information is worth protecting, there is no need to spend a great deal of attention on 

information security. It might also reveal the type of information that is most critical. 

This is of great importance to the collective aspect of the research question, as 

information-sharing and cooperation might be affected by the overall level of secrecy 

in an industry. When investigating this question, I opened by simply asking the 

interviewees what the most important information assets in their organization is. 

Sometimes, I would pose the question more colloquially as “What is the information 

gold in your organization?”. Through working with the data, I saw four distinct 

categories of information types emerge from the interviews, that when combined 

make up the raison d’être for implementing information security. 

4.1.1. Personal Data and Accesses 

The first, and perhaps most obvious category is “personal data, because HR 

has a lot of information on people” (9). Every organization in every industry has a 

responsibility to secure and treat personal data with great care. The introduction of 

EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has put a spotlight on personal 

information security; “when it came, there was focus everywhere” (9). My own 

perspective is that the theoretical impact of this piece of legislation has been 

discussed ad nauseam, but the interviewees suggest that “in general, it hasn’t 
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necessarily changed the way we operate that much” (4). This is not to say that the 

industry is by any means taking lightly on the regulation, but rather that it has 

received its due process. And, in terms of processes, it has not altered the way the 

industry operates in any particularly noteworthy manner. As expected, I see the 

industry as focused in their efforts to sufficiently secure personal information on both 

internal and external personnel. In reference to the potentially massive fines specified 

in the GDPR, one of the interviewees kept it short and sweet: “It’s not cheap” (9). A 

fine of the proportions specified in the GDPR is indeed not cheap, but this is not the 

only reason for why personal data is so sensitive: 

“Yes, it is very important to secure [personal information]. Say you have a user 

that is represented by personal data, it is easy to imagine how such an 

intrusion could look like. I mean, who you are and where you live can be 

information that allows you to pretend to be someone else, which then 

becomes a risk with regards to an intruder getting more of the information that 

we possess as a company. I believe there is a very important link there.” (2) 

The point made in the previous statement accurately links the first identified 

category of information, personal data, with the second category, accesses. This 

category is perhaps best understood as the point where the confidentiality and 

availability parts of the CIA Triad meets. At one side, you want information to be 

readily accessible for authorized personnel, but the interviewee elaborates further, 

and provides an example that highlights the risk associated with easy access: 

“Take mail for an instance – it is very easy to get access to. For example, you 

can gain access to mail through a phone. So, what happens then if you 

misplaced your phone, or somebody took it? Then, [an intruder] can 

accomplish quite a lot, in a short span of time.” (2) 

I think this specific example is far less trivial than it might seem. Misplacing, 

losing or having your phone stolen is no rarity, and doing so presents a risk if the 

device has easy access to channels intended for employees only.  In general, easy 

access is also something that typically makes work more efficient, and people “tend 

to want access all the time in order to make their everyday-life easier” (8). However, 
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“it is a challenge between what is practical and what is safe enough” (6), and it is vital 

for a company to ensure that access is only granted to those who are legitimately 

allowed access.   

4.1.2. Contractual and market sensitive information 

Another type of information identified in the data is contractual information. 

One of the respondents representing an operator, noted that “contractual details, that 

are very specific for a company, such as what prices you have negotiated for selling 

your oil” (3) tends to be confidential. For an someone outside the industry, one might 

be led to think that crude oil is a commodity like pure gold, where you have a uniform 

raw material, but the composition of crude oil varies greatly from location to location. 

The World Bank provides a thorough account of the oil trade process and value chain 

(Tordo, et al., 2011), but for the purposes of this paper, I think it will suffice to say that 

the actual achieved selling price of oil is a product of a set of processes that does not 

always hit the spot price. This goes for many other types of sales too, as one 

respondent marked that “not all contracts are the same” (2) and that “if you are in a 

process with one customer on something, and another customer on something else; 

if that information falls in the lap of the other customer, that can have consequences” 

(2). For the supply side in this case, confidentiality around contracts is important in 

order to satisfy the customers demand of confidentiality, but also in order to not lose 

bargaining power for other deals. The importance surrounding proper handling of 

contracts is not something that is unique to the oil and gas industry, but the impact of 

error will naturally increase relative to the scale of the contract. 

Information that can affect the stock market is the last main source of 

information that warrants extra protection. Almost every respondent cited market 

sensitive information as information that is particularly important to safekeep. The oil 

and gas industry is big business, where a lot of companies are publicly traded, and 

the possibility to profit off of business information is ever present. Coupled with the 

industry being described by one of the respondents as a “spaghetti-industry” (4) due 

to its many ties between actors in the industry, I believe it is fair to say that every 

actor in the industry has information of this nature.  This is in many cases closely 

related to contractual information, particularly when it is concerns information that 
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might affect the price of another company’s stock, as such information might be 

deduced from a contract. Market sensitive information can also be a wide range of 

other data, such as “who’s drilling where, and when” (2), “business critical information 

that concerns production” (9) and other important facets of the economy of an 

organization.  

4.1.3. “It is really not that much” 

The organizations represented by the participants I spoke to certainly has a lot 

of information that could be misused and exploited by bad actors. Yet, I only asked 

for the information they possessed that was considered “information gold”. This might 

be akin to searching for something on Google; if you search for something, you are 

likely to only find that which you are searching for. Reflecting upon this made me 

wonder if the outcome of such a question might be biased towards painting a picture 

of a high degree of confidentiality. After all, confidential information possessed by the 

organization in question was the only information I was presented, because that was 

what I asked for. Thankfully, one of the respondents answered the question in an 

illuminating way, pausing shortly to think before replying: “The gold is… I don’t think 

there’s that much information that is gold at our company. There will be phases in an 

operation that at times can be market sensitive” (4). While the respondent cannot 

speak on behalf of the other respondents, I found it interesting that a lack of 

information gold was highlighted. Another respondent seemed to suggest the same 

when saying that “it is really not that much… So, most of the data we have isn’t really 

that important to protect, as one might think” (3). Highlighting the lack of precious 

information helps bring to mind how another industry might’ve answered the same 

question. While they would likely also mention the four categories discussed here, 

they might add various trade secrets, technologies or patents that give them a 

competitive advantage. One of the respondents described the information discussed 

the following way:  

“The positive thing here is that these are not circumstances that really provide 

a competitive advantage to a particular enterprise, and it is then much easier 

to work together” (6).  
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I view this detail as highly relevant for the cooperation potential that exists in 

the industry. The findings demonstrate that the information cited as most valuable to 

protect is rather generic. This does not mean that security measures should be taken 

lightly, but it does suggest that there is no real incentive in place to be overly 

secretive towards one’s competitors in the domain of information security. Thus, the 

amount of true information “gold” is quite scarce, but there are vast amounts of 

information that still needs to be protected. The lack of reward through competitive 

advantages in this domain, makes for an environment where information-sharing and 

cooperation is a win-win. The sentiment I am trying to convey is perhaps best 

summarized by the following statement in regard to a potential large incident: “If 

something were to happen it affects all, and there is a lot to gain from working 

together” (6).   

 

4.2. Challenges 

In order to legitimately address the research question, it is necessary to first 

provide an account of the current state of the challenges within information security in 

the industry. In doing so, I will present the main findings from the interviews that 

relate to the current soft challenges of the industry, as perceived by the interviewees. 

While the topics discussed are labeled as challenges, they are also strengths in 

some regards that will be discussed. The purpose of this section is to puzzle together 

the bits of information provided in the interviews in order to identify the perceived 

challenges in the human side of information security, in addition to those beyond the 

explicitly stated. Resultingly, this will serve as a foundation on which proposals for 

how the industry should cooperate in the domain of information security. 

4.2.1. Willingness to share 

During the conversation with one of the interviewees, I was told that “if we go 

back in time, the reality was that every oil company protected everything. Everything 

was secret, and you weren’t supposed to share a damn thing” (3). It might be useful 

to take a short look at the past in order to understand the present. There were some 

mentions of parts of the industry still being quite secretive, where “some oil 

companies have a quite high level of confidentiality, where they protect most 
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information” (1). Another respondent added that “the oil and gas industry is 

conservative, and there are probably some attitudes out there that make people very 

protective of their information” (5). Yet, the individuals I spoke to seemed to be 

overwhelmingly in favor of sharing information with both competitors and partners if 

helpful in any way. The respondents representing the two operators in the dataset 

said the following when asked about secrecy in the industry: 

“To me, it is important to know how this information can help me and the 

subcontractors, right? So, it is best to share information, and not keep it under 

wraps. If I can share something that can help someone else, then I’ve 

achieved something. So yes, we can be competitors in many areas, but when 

it comes to information security, we need to stand together.” (9) 

“The goal is information-sharing… Normalizing information-sharing and to 

remove the idea that we are not supposed to share; on the contrary, we must 

share!” (3) 

Through my interviews I found that this sentiment was shared to a large 

extent. There is clearly a willingness to cooperate across the industry in the domain 

of information security. However, I found that the interviewees perceptions of the 

mechanisms in which cooperation occurs was more varied. When asked about if and 

how companies learn from each other on the topic of information security, it is clear 

that “within IT, it is talked about, because one has the same problems and the same 

challenges” (3). However, “it is not necessarily through formal channels, but the 

informal is in place. But there isn’t a structured approach to learning across [the 

industry]” (2). While notions of formal versus informal can vary from person to 

person, the interviews indicate that most of the sharing that takes place in 

unstructured settings, from person to person, and not by means of a structured 

approach. Some of the interviewees mentioned the existence of formalized structures 

in the form of forums where the topic of information security is central. One such 

forum identified in one of the interviews is the CDS Forum, which is described as “a 

co-operation between oil companies, engineering oil companies, consultants, 

vendors and researchers, with a special interest in cybersecurity and the relation to 

Industrial Automation and Control Systems (IACS)” (CDS Forum, 2020). However, 
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forums seem to have a narrower area of focus, than the information exchange that 

occurs through more informal channels, or as a part of a contractual obligation. Also, 

meetings in forums like the one mentioned are likely to be less frequent than the 

informal communication that occurs between leaders within information security, 

explaining why most communication tends to be informal. The mentions of existing 

forums were perhaps one of the more inconsistent findings, as no specific forum was 

mentioned by more than one participant. This does not necessarily suggest that they 

are obscure or exclusive, but I think it is an indication that they are not yet pillars of 

cooperation and information sharing in the industry.  

When discussing sharing culture with the interviewees, Norsk Hydro ASA 

(Hydro) was frequently cited as a prime example of the successes of openness and 

information sharing. The superlatives were in abundance when describing Hydro’s 

approach to the situation, with one respondent stating: 

“Perhaps the most important thing that came out of it, was that with the help of 

Hydro, the authorities found traces that led to other companies who the 

attackers had prepared to attack. They had made preparations to attack other 

companies, which then was stopped because Hydro was open and involved 

the authorities.” (1)  

My observation of the large amount of praise directed at Hydro’s efforts in 

handling their major incident, prompted me to ask further questions about incidents, 

more specifically if the interviewees perceived this ‘openness’ to be the norm. While 

a respondent is likely to speak favorably about their own organizations willingness to 

share, self-serving bias is perhaps reduced when asking about the “others”. Some of 

the responses related to unreported cases, and thus a demonstrated unwillingness to 

share, are listed below:  

“It is obviously a lot of unreported cases here. And there are probably a lot of 

companies who are holding back because there are economic and 

reputational ramifications that makes it unappealing to go public with the 

information.” (8) 
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“There are unreported cases, a lot of unreported cases. That’s one thing, 

another thing is that you never really get to know what happened. Hydro has 

been very open, so in that case we know what happened, but in many other 

cases we don’t really know what happened.” (5) 

“I think most of it is kept secret. Then every now and then some stories reach 

the public like Hydro who chose to be open about it. Which obviously is great, 

and I think we will see more of that going forward.” (1) 

“Things happen that we don’t know about. There are companies that don’t tell.” 

(9) 

These statements seem to suggest that the willingness to share information, 

particularly pertaining to incidents, is not perceived as being characterized by a high 

degree of openness. This finding is somewhat at odds with the high degree of 

openness expressed by the interviews. In my estimation, it is not possible to make 

any definitive claims on whether intended openness and demonstrated openness are 

aligned or not, based on the qualitative nature of the data collected. Furthermore, it is 

difficult to assess the actual degree of unreported cases, namely because they go 

unreported.  The explanation I was provided for for why information regarding 

incidents go unreported instead of being shared, is because “it is embarrassing to 

report” (5). Another interviewee expanded on the idea that sharing mishaps with 

others might be limited by a sense of embarrassment:  

“The ones who have experienced problems don’t want to talk about it to a 

great extent because it has to do with one’s reputation. One might be a little 

embarrassed, and to say “we got hacked so bad last week” is not the first thing 

you want to do. It is not what you prefer talking about. But, within the IT 

environment, among IT managers and so on, it is talked about. But there are 

not large forums for it… There are conferences where it a topic, but then it’s 

spoken about in more general terms. It’s not the topic that sees the most light 

of day; you’d rather talk about how good you are.” (3) 

It is simply human nature to be less excited about discussing one’s flaws, 

compared to one’s strengths. Yet, the virtue of openness is universally revered, and 
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can have far reaching power in terms of awareness and learning. It is clear that 

openness related to incidents is desired by the interviewees, yet there is a competing 

sentiment of a lack of openness in the industry.   

4.2.2. Awareness 

Another main challenge faced within information security is awareness. Similar 

to the first identified challenge, awareness in not only a challenge, but also perceived 

as a strength in the oil and gas industry as suggested by one of the interviewees: “I 

think the whole awareness part is good, but I don’t think you’ll ever have enough of it” 

(2). The interviewee proceeded to suggest that whenever you have a large amount of 

people, you will never be able to run enough awareness training and scenarios to 

eliminate the challenge, highlighting the importance of continuity. Awareness 

ultimately deals with the knowledge possessed and the approaches taken by 

employees and management in order to ensure responsible behavior. There are 

some differences between employees and management, that will be highlighted in 

this section, but for the most part, the same set of challenges are observed in both 

categories. Before delving into why awareness is framed as a challenge in this 

section, it is necessary to recognize that the oil and gas sector in Norway might be 

well above average in terms of awareness towards information security and security 

in general. Oil and gas production on the Norwegian continental shelf is world leading 

when it comes to EHS (environment, health and safety) (Arbeids- og 

sosialdepartementet, 2018). One respondent suggested that because “there is a high 

focus on safety in general” (10), the safety-culture surrounding EHS will have a 

positive effect on transferring the same focus to the IT and information security 

domains. Combined with the magnitude of the industry in terms of revenue, I believe 

it is reasonable to assume that the foundation for an overall high level of awareness 

is in place.  

The challenge with awareness “mirrors society in general. Some have two-

factor authentication on their phone, while some have deactivated it and thinks it’s a 

hassle” (4). As a society, everyone makes their own risk assessments towards 

information security on a spectrum from paranoid to reckless. Some of us utilize two-

factor authentication, encryption and VPN’s, while some of us have no idea what it 
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even means. Organization have the luxury of being more exclusive than society in 

general, which might rule out individuals in the two extremes on the spectrum, yet 

most employees are not hired based on their awareness towards information 

security. Thus, you can expect to find a significant gap in the awareness among 

people in the organization, which presents a challenge for information security. One 

of the interviewees does a good job in making this point clear:  

“You can see how people post things on Facebook, and don’t think twice 

before posting pictures of their children. So, it’s easy to think that they have 

the same attitude at work as well; they don’t think about cyber-attacks and 

cyber-security, per se.” (9) 

All interviewees stressed the importance of taking continuous measures to 

elevate the awareness of their employees. I was told about several initiatives in their 

respective companies “but, you cannot force people, they themselves have to 

understand the importance of participating” (9). Indeed, awareness often has to 

originate from a self-made realization, not through lecturing. One of the interview 

subjects said the following when talking about initiatives towards awareness: “I don’t 

like calling things ‘campaigns’… There are plenty of campaigns, and they have a 

beginning and an end; this, however, is something that needs to happen on a 

continuous basis” (2). Creating an overall exemplary level of awareness in a 

company, or an industry, is no quick fix as it requires continuous pressure in order to 

mature into a culture of safety. This is related to the act of being compliant with the 

requirements and controls in place within an organization. One of the respondents, 

who happened to a certified ISO 27001 auditor, stressed the importance of 

organizations and people to be compliant with the rules and measures in place:  

“You can have an ISO 27001 certificate on the wall, but still be completely 

clueless, so that’s no guarantee. The thing that shows that you are taking this 

seriously is by doing what you say you will do; that you are in compliance with 

what you say. The biggest challenge in working with security, is a lack of 

compliance. And then we are talking about humans again; they take shortcuts 

and so on. That’s why teaching, teaching, teaching and drilling, drilling, drilling 

is super important.” (5) 
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The end of the quote vividly emphasizes the importance of continuous efforts 

in awareness training in order to remain compliant. This highlights the importance of 

treating awareness training as a continuous, never ending process, rather than a 

campaign-based process.  

The interviews helped highlight some important nuances within the topic of 

awareness in the industry. While the interviewees are all situated in offices onshore, 

there is a large portion of workers whose occupation is manual labor. This division of 

labor has consequences for information security as the competences required for 

fulfilling one’s tasks is quite different:  

“Those who work with finances and those who work closely with the systems 

probably have a higher degree of awareness. But, the majority of our 

employees are out driving trucks or standing at the dock securing 

containers…and a lot of them are not skilled with computers” (2) 

The challenge related to manual laborers off-shore is described as a particular 

concern in that “there is an inadequate information security culture offshore” (9) due 

to recent advances in increased connectivity on oil platforms. Activity offshore used 

to be a lot more isolated from the outside world, allowing for less concern with 

regards to information security, but nowadays everyone is online. Like discussed 

earlier, improving the information security culture in no quick fix, perhaps particularly 

so in the areas of manual labor. One suggested initiative here is to “familiarize with 

the digital, based on what you have and are using” (2). For many workers this would 

primarily be email and mobile devices. Focusing on the potential entry points that are 

in use might be a good way of making the awareness process more relatable and 

achievable.  

Both manual laborers and office workers have a responsibility in maintaining 

the security of the organization as a whole through their actions. However, in the 

grand scheme of things, the main responsibility lies with the management, as they 

are the primary decision makers. The question was posed by one of the interviewees 

when discussing awareness towards information security: “I think many companies 

have a high level of competence internally, but the question is how much focus does 
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it have at the management level” (4). Another respondent added that “there are 

specialists and groups in all companies that work with [information security], but if 

you look at the management level, then they don’t know enough about it” (5). Similar 

to the manual laborers, information security might not be viewed as a main 

responsibility with the managing body. The interviewees are clear that this is a matter 

of maturation, and that information security is not mature not yet, as explained by one 

of the interviewees: “It’s likely a longer road to the boardroom with information 

security compared to traditional security, and that has to do with maturation. But I 

believe that the more digital we get, that is where the discussion about security will 

be” (10). This maturation process was several times compared to the road IT has had 

to walk. I was described how IT too used to be sort of a niche specialization, 

somewhat separated from the business and management aspect of things. However, 

nowadays the buzzword “digitalization” is in every boardroom around the world, and 

IT has been fully integrated into the business with IT directors in a lot of top 

management positions. In the case of information security, “we are not quite there 

yet” (5), but the sentiment throughout the interviews is that information security 

awareness in top management is on the rise. However, the journey to get there might 

be more challenging than in the case of IT. Advances within IT solutions can be 

tremendously valuable for firm, so much so that most companies would not function 

without them in today’s environment. Thus, they are visibly critical for any 

organization that wish to operate. Information security, on the other hand, is more like 

asking the management “how much are you willing to pay for insurance?” (4). 

Information security does not promise the same efficiency enhancing effects as IT 

does. In fact, “it is not always well received, because it limits people in doing their job 

in the most efficient way sometimes” (4). But similar to an insurance, not being 

sufficiently insured can have disastrous consequences should a major incident occur. 

One of the interviewees make a compelling argument related to this: “[Information 

security] is something that may slow down progress. My argument is that is secures 

progress; it ensures secure growth of the company” (1).  
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4.2.3. Communication 

Ultimately, a major part of the job of someone who is responsible for 

information security is to communicate this message to the final decision makers in 

the management of the organization, as expressed in the following quote: 

“The challenge here is that you have an idea that you need to sell, and people 

need to buy that idea. They also have to understand what you are talking 

about, and that’s really the biggest challenge; not that many people truly 

understand what you are talking about.” (3) 

The challenge presented by the interviewee relates to how one can 

communicate the concerns and efforts of the information security domain to those 

who are not directly involved with it. Several remarks were made about the difficulties 

presented by communication between the IT and information security domain to the 

top management. One insightful quote made by a participant highlights this 

disconnection:  

“We are nerds, and we have our own tribal language that doesn’t match up 

with the rest of the organization, and then we are left a bit on the sideline. It 

can be difficult to have those dialogues with a group of leaders because it’s 

difficult to articulate, to put it in words that make it interesting and 

understandable. I think a lot of it has to do with communication.” (4)  

The nerdy tribal language is to many of us a real thing. Technical jargon and 

references to multiple standards with clunky names (such as the ISO framework) is 

often times a large part of information security discourse. Combined with the more 

“playful”, yet easily confusing concepts of phishing, smishing and vishing – it is 

understandable that people might have a hard time comprehending the final 

message. One of the respondents told me about some of the measures they would 

take to communicate the message to the rest of the organization. One of these 

measures was to bring a hacker in to demonstrate how access can be obtained by 

potential malicious actors. Another initiative which the respondent described as “a bit 

cynical” was to show videos of Tesla vehicles being hijacked on the highway, or of 

children’s toys being hacked to lure kids into an unknown van with the promise of 
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candy. These measures are effective because the people watching them can relate 

to the scenario, which in turn heightens their awareness to the possibilities out there. 

Phishing campaigns were also mentioned by several of the respondents as a popular 

tool to demonstrate how easily one might fall for a fraudulent email or text message. 

These campaigns simulate how a potential intrusion through an employee might look 

like, which might heighten the awareness of the individual. To run a comparable 

simulation of an intrusion or attack on an entire organization, or parts of its core 

systems, is a much more difficult task. Running a simulated phishing attack is a 

relatively simple task, but to simulate events that occur in more critical areas of one’s 

operation would be quite an ordeal. The only realistic way to learn from such larger 

incidents is to learn from previous events. In other words, “there is a lot to gain from 

working together” (6).  

I have previously discussed the frequent mentions of the cyber-attack of Hydro 

and their response to the incident. This case was by no means the only example I 

was told about. Maersk, Stuxnet, Saint Gobain, TMF Group, The Norwegian 

Petroleum Directorate and the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline were only some of the 

other cases discussed in the interviews. Evidently, people have a tendency to talk 

about past events in order to relate current concerns and challenges to something 

more tangible than mere hypotheticals. I view this process as a heuristic that is 

applied as a tool to understand the outside world and one’s role in it. In other words, 

people use the world around them to assess the risks that needs to be addressed. 

This takes us back to the first point of the expressed importance of sharing 

information. Only by sharing information about close calls or events that transpired, 

are we able to accurately get an overview of the environment we exist in. We often 

rely on statistics when it comes to informing about the threats and risks related to 

information security, but as one respondent suggested: “I don’t think statistics left and 

right on everything out there, is the key” (2). Statistics definitely has an important role 

to play in the big picture, but as we have seen, we do not relate the world to 

statistics; we prefer narratives. One of the respondents provided a fitting statement 

when discussing the potential value of industry specific statistics on incidents: 
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“I don’t think I would benefit from having a report on statistics to hand to the 

management. There are plenty of those statistical reports online that show the 

amount of attacks and so on, but they are just numbers… But, if a CEO has 

actually been there, and been exposed to it – if he then talks to the other 

CEO’s in the industry, then it is more likely that people will listen because it 

hits close to home when somebody actually experienced it.” (4) 

This quote highlights the point I’m trying to make – information sharing related 

to real incidents is an important mechanism for organizational learning, while at the 

same time it is an ideal way to communicate the message. I argue that by using 

relatable narratives as a means of communication, awareness is more likely to grow 

in all levels of the organization. At the top level this implies that the narratives are 

events that has occurred to other organizations, thus highlighting the need for 

increase information sharing on incidents.  

Currently, there are no specific requirements for information security, nor 

information security incident reporting, by law. It might seem like a reasonable step to 

introduce legislation that introduces some mandatory processes like mandatory 

incident reporting, but there are some good arguments why this might be much more 

difficult than comparable regulations within traditional security. One respondent 

presented the following scenario related to mandatory reporting: 

“Do you have to report all phishing attempts? Then that would require a whole 

lot across the industry, because I assume that the amount of phishing 

attempts is a hundredfold of the number of human injuries. This would 

accumulate a huge volume.” (2) 

It was expressed in some of the interviews that the problem with legislation is 

to walk the balance between vague and concrete. Too much specificity would create 

difficulties in terms of compliance and enforcement, while too little would make it 

irrelevant. This was compared to the GDPR where “the law says something, but the 

technology says something else” (10). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the perceptions of the 

interviewees were primarily that the matter is best solved within the industry. It was 

noted that “you could say there is a lot of ‘laws’ in the contract you are managing” (2). 
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In other words, there are a lot of requirements that one is obliged to meet when 

under a given contract. In relation to this example, a more standardized approach to 

contracts were suggested as a substitute for legislation. Additionally, the addition of 

mandatory requirements might make the execution of information sharing less agile 

by involving authorities. Instead, based on the collected data I suggest that building 

on preexisting structures such as the types of forums mentioned earlier and handling 

the matter within the industry is advisable. One respondent described the preexisting 

informal channels as somewhat secretive and “happening behind closed doors” (3). 

This is at odds with the main goal of openness, which is why it would be beneficial to 

structure information sharing of incidents within a more inclusive forum, pre-existing 

or not. I also argue that since information sharing of incidents are not sufficiently 

normalized, it would be wise to begin this process in a formal channel instead of by 

word-of-mouth.  

4.3. Herd Immunity 

In one of the interviews, while talking about the importance of having all nodes 

in a network sufficiently secured, the respondent commented: “It is a bit like herd-

immunity against viruses” (1). I made a mental note of the comment at the time as it 

is a fitting analogy, but as the research process progressed the concept of herd 

immunity has been on everyone’s lips, as displayed by the Google Trends graph 

captured on April 25th, 2020, in Figure 3: 

 

  

Figure 3 (Google, 2020) 
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The research progress and the COVID-19 pandemic has been running parallel 

for the last few months, and the connection between epidemiology and my thesis 

presented itself in a stroke of serendipity. The connection between epidemiology and 

information security is almost hidden in plain sight. At the very basic, both domains 

deal with concepts like viruses, worms and infections, terms that IT and information 

security has borrowed from epidemiology and its related fields of research. The 

reason for this is simple enough; digital pathogens behave like their biological 

counterparts, and in return, we behave similarly towards them. While viruses and 

worms are not the only concerns for information security, but I think it’s a useful place 

to start when expanding on the similarities between information security and 

epidemiology. Making this comparison is certainly very timely, as everyone is 

painfully aware of the current situation relating to COVID-19. The fact that we are 

collectively at an all-time high when in comes to epidemiological knowledge, makes 

drawing the comparison much more relatable than it would be just a few months ago. 

First, let’s revisit a quote previously discussed: 

“If something were to happen it affects all, and there is a lot to gain from working 

together” (6) 

This quote is strikingly relevant to the current global situation. We are all asked 

to do what we can to collectively overcome the pandemic in the best possible way, 

whether it is to wash our hands routinely, work from home or close the doors to our 

businesses. In Norway, where I am situated, this collective effort is dubbed a national 

dugnad. A dugnad is best described as “a type of voluntary work carried out as a 

community or collective”, and it is preformed because there is a lot to gain from 

working together (Simon & Mobekk, 2019). Given the high levels of connectivity in 

the industry, it is beneficial for all parts that the whole system is adequately secured. 

We have seen how smaller suppliers might need access in the systems of large 

actors, which might make up the weakest link in the chain. One respondent 

commented that “broadly speaking, we are vulnerable as an industry” (2) because of 

the access structure in the oil and gas supply chain. The notion of herd-immunity 

refers to this problem. In a supply chain where accesses at time must be granted to 

smaller organizations with proportionally smaller budgets for awareness and 
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technical barriers, these weaker links might present a risk to the rest of the network. 

This point was made several times by the interviewees, suggesting that the totality 

“doesn’t get stronger than the weakest link” (10). If companies in an operational 

network represent the herd, it is vital for the rest of the network’s safety that there is a 

high degree of immunity within the other members of the herd. Figure 4 presents a 

visual representation of the phenomenon with humans and biological pathogens, but 

the same mechanism can apply to cases of malware in organizational networks:                                                                                           

 

Figure 4 (Wikimedia Commons, 2020) 

 

I suggest that the phenomenon of herd immunity is applicable in the realm of 

information security due to some key similar mechanisms. In both domains, if we 

assume that immunity is quantifiable, high immunity of the nodes you interact with in 

the network will benefit you through positive externalities. In other words, if the 

industry in general is better secured than you, you benefit. But if we make the 

assumption that you are never 100% secured from attacks, which is certainly true 
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when we consider all threats, the chance of experiencing an incident will increase for 

everyone in the network if some nodes are less secured, i.e. less immune. 

The point is to illustrate how the industry benefits from each other’s ability to 

perform a high level of information security, i.e. their level of immunity. So, how does 

immunity look like in the domain of information security? The simple answer is indeed 

that there is no such thing as complete immunity, as there are countless risks out 

there, and being secured against one doesn’t necessarily secure you against the 

others. In the biological example, vaccines serve as one of the main mechanisms to 

achieve immunity through stimulating the immune system with an agent that 

resembles the real-deal, e.g. a virus. In simplified terms, the purpose of a vaccine is 

to prepare the body for future attacks, so that the immune system is able to 

recognize and destroy the intruding pathogen. With that definition in mind, there are 

similar tools available in the real of information security, like penetration testing and 

red-teaming. They are both terms that describe levels of ethical hacking that 

“measure how well a company’s people and networks, applications and physical 

security controls can withstand an attack from a real-life adversary” (Talamantes, 

2020). Through such measures, an organization is able to deploy scenarios that put 

the organization to test, so that they can be better prepared in the future – much like 

a vaccine. This piece of the comparison made one quote from the data stand out, 

when the interviewee was laying forth his perception of the main challenges in the 

industry in relation to information security:  

“A significant point is the part about being prepared to handle incidents. There 

is a minimal degree of training sessions and practicing on this… They don’t 

practice on how to handle situations, and they haven’t practiced coordinating 

with suppliers and others who have knowledge within the systems.” (6) 

This challenge was not highlighted as one of the recurring challenges cited by 

the group of interviewees, but it is worth looking at in relation to the analogy 

presented in this section. The interviewee voiced his concern that the organizations 

within the industry are not adequately trained in handling incidents due to a lack of 

practice. Practice, like red-teaming or penetration testing, is in my estimation the 

closest thing that serves the same purpose as a vaccine; it’s a way to make the 
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organization prepared to handle future incidents of a similar nature. While practice in 

the complex form of red-teaming is likely cheaper than a full-scale breach, it does not 

come cheap (Bort, 2018). Proper simulation naturally requires a lot of work in order to 

be mimic the capabilities possessed by nefarious actors. The large commitment 

required for such practice brings to mind the question of “how much are you willing to 

pay for insurance?” (4).  

The easier choice to make is to use already available resources that you are 

already committed to, i.e. practicing internally. To practice on handling incidents 

internally is of course more difficult in practice than on paper, for a few reasons. The 

first and most glaring difficulty is exemplified by the following statement made by one 

of the interviewees: “It’s one thing to do something about what you already know, it’s 

a completely different thing to do something with what you don’t know” (1). Another 

participant described the situation as “a war”, and that “every day, constantly, new 

types of attacks are developed, so we have to make sure that we have secured the 

systems adequately” (9). Testing and practicing, particularly internally, is almost by 

definition applied to weaknesses, methods and/or trends that one is already familiar 

with. Thus, dealing with and practicing on the unknown is an impossible endeavor. 

Once again, the analogy with epidemiology and the current epidemic is relevant. The 

COVID-19 virus is a novel corona virus, meaning that vaccination towards it is not yet 

in place. Hence, training our immune systems is not possible in this scenario, instead 

we have to “make sure that we have secured our systems adequately” (9) through 

measures like elevated hygiene and social distancing. The same is true for 

information security, continuous effort of prevention through improved controls, is 

required to fend off malicious actors. However, one respondent highlighted the 

problem with continuous effort: 

“There is a lot of cash in circulation, so I think many secure themselves well in 

terms of technical barriers. And there is probably a good amount of initiatives 

to training as well, because there is a structured approach towards awareness 

training and competence enhancement. However, I’m not sure if it is enough. 

If there has been a close-call or an incident, one might make a push with a 
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campaign, and then that was it. One might forget the continuous awareness 

training.” (4)  

Again, we are reminded of the importance of continuity in awareness training. 

The previous statement is perhaps more relatable when applied to the case of the 

pandemic, which we all are oh-so familiar with. Currently, we are advised to wash our 

hands routinely for twenty seconds, we are asked to not physically inspect groceries 

that we don’t intend to buy, and you are welcomed by hand sanitizer when entering a 

store or public building. While these measures are especially important in today’s 

climate, they are also reasonable disease prevention initiatives at all times, not just in 

2020. The initiatives used as examples are not particularly intrusive, nor are they too 

far from what we normally do, but whenever the pandemic dies down, it is more than 

likely that we return to our default state of complacency. The same point is made in 

the previous quote; campaigns are initiated whenever there is an event, but the 

continuous awareness training might be neglected. Because of this tendency, it is 

necessary to focus on information security as a continuous program, rather than a 

campaign-based effort. 

Before COVID-19, we knew there had been pandemics before, and we knew 

they would come again in a new form. Yet, most of us who are non-experts in 

epidemiology and pathology, lose our focus on the threat that is lurking. Even as a 

pandemic is in its early phase, the average person (including some world leaders) is 

slow to react appropriately to the situation. With regards to information security, the 

same loss of focus is likely to occur, to some degree, in organizations. Special events 

trigger a heightened level of awareness, but in “peace-time”, we are liable to become 

complacent. Limiting the damage of both biological and digital pathogens is 

dependent on information sharing and cooperation. One of the interviewees provide 

us with a quote that could equally apply to a biological virus, as a digital one: 

“It is important to inform as early as possible so that others can be aware that 

this is happening. If they notice the same type of attack, they might then be 

able to do something about it. Limit the effect. But, if they inform about it too 

late, it is too late for everyone.” (9) 
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Early detection is a key element when limiting the spread of something, 

whether we are dealing with a computer virus, or a corona virus. Informing about it to 

people who risk contracting the virus is also important, particularly when you depend 

on your surrounding network. Although a computer virus is the best analogy to a 

biological virus, this still applies to every imaginable type of information security 

attack. Unfortunate events can be leveraged through sharing them with others so that 

they can be real life lessons that can have a vaccinating effect in that it prepares the 

recipients of that information for potential threats. By the logic of herd immunity, 

sharing does not only help the recipients of the information, but also the sender. 

Furthermore, as we have discussed, using real events is an ideal way to 

communicate the message of information security from experts to non-experts. 

Communication is a major element in the pursuit of information security, as 

awareness can be seen as the product of communication. On the human side of 

information security, the majority of the work is in fact not carried out by the 

information security managers – it is carried out by everyone, from the rigs and 

docks, to the boardroom: 

“You are an individual, but you represent the security of the entire company… 

[It’s necessary] to know that a mistake by you can affect your colleagues and 

your customers, which in turn is our ticket to existence.” (2) 

Herd immunity is an important mechanism for the overall security of a network, 

whether it be people or organizations. In order to achieve such an industry level 

protection in a cost-efficient way, cooperation is a key element. Incidents will happen 

no matter what, and they can be devastatingly costly. Past events are unfortunate, 

inevitable and costly; but they can be valuable to others if shared. Through 

continuous and relatable awareness training of all levels of the organization can the 

singular organization protect itself, but securing the organizations in one’s network is 

equally important. The analysis has shown how communication is a key element in 

awareness. Communication needs to be relatable on all levels, which on the industry 

level means past and current information security breaches. This is demonstrated by 

the interviewees mentions of incidents time and time again, yet the pool of 

knowledge relating to such events seems quite shallow. Thus, in order for the 
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industry to collectively improve their information security, it is advisable that everyone 

takes part in sharing this information across the industry, so that incidents can be 

leveraged towards improved information security in the future. And for herd-immunity 

to take effect, everyone needs to participate, just like a dugnad. 

 

5. Discussion 

Through analyzing the data collected through the expert interviews, several 

findings we identified. First, we saw that the oil and gas industry in Norway is rather 

generic when it comes to its valuable data, which sets the stage for an environment 

where industry wide cooperation can thrive. In terms of challenges on the human 

side, we saw how the level of actual sharing, awareness and communication were 

key elements in the pursuit of improved information security. I argue that these key 

elements are tightly connected, as awareness is in many ways a product of effective 

communication, and communication is effectively done through narratives of shared 

experience. Thus, in order to improve information security collectively, past events 

should be shared with the rest of the industry so that they are utilized in a way that 

can protect against future incidents. The connection with the current pandemic and 

the concept of herd immunity argues that this is not only in the interest of others; but 

also, in the interest of the entity who is sharing. This reasoning is based on two 

observations: First, the industry is tightly connected through a complex supply chain 

of partners, subcontractors and suppliers, vividly described as a “spaghetti-industry” 

(4). Secondly, the result of this large degree of this tightly fused network is that less 

protected entities in the ecosystem might pose a risk to the rest. This is explained 

through the highly comparable epidemiological concept of herd immunity: the herd 

(industry) is better equipped to defend against disease (information security 

incidents) if most people (organizations) are immunized (protected). I argue that the 

concept of herd-immunity in information security is highly relevant in that it describes 

how organizations can benefit from the information security controls of other 

organizations in its network. Furthermore, elaborating on the analogy in the time of a 

pandemic serves the secondary function of being a relatable way to communicate the 

importance of information security; just like the findings encourage.  
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The findings in this paper are meaningful to the field of research for three main 

reasons. The first reason is based in its methodology. I have demonstrated the lack 

of qualitative research in this domain. This paper adds detailed perspectives from the 

human side of information security and the oil industry. It’s been suggested that 

information security cannot be reduced to box-ticking (Parkin, et al., 2010), yet most 

of the existing empirical literature is quantitative or survey based (Lebek, et al., 

2014), which is literally box-ticking. Secondly, given the lack of comparable research, 

it is difficult to conclude whether or not it supports or contradicts studies with a similar 

purpose. However, it does add nuance and qualitative evidence in favor of why the 

human side of information security. Overall, it’s been appropriately suggested that 

there is inadequate research on the human side of information security (Ashenden, 

2008). This paper aims to add to the field of research, as well as to advocate for 

further qualitative research in the domain of information security. Lastly, this paper is 

also instructive in the sense that the analysis provides suggestion for how information 

security can be improved in the industry.  

The challenges identified in the oil and gas industry in Norway were quite 

generic, as they are already established in previous literature. This might imply that 

the findings in this paper is applicable to a wider audience than simply the Norwegian 

oil and gas industry. It is likely that there are different dynamics present in industries 

dominated by unskilled workers or small organizations (as is studied in that paper I 

stumbled upon))), but it is reasonable to assume that there will be many similarities in 

industries that are comparable in size and skill. Therefore, while generalization is in 

and of itself a concern for qualitative research, I suggest that the challenges and 

solutions identified in this paper might be more widely applicable than merely oil and 

gas.  

5.1. Limitations 

Qualitative, interview based, research is a time-consuming process due to the 

laborious process of conducting, transcribing, coding and analyzing the interviews. 

Thus, the applied methodology presents some limitations to a project with defined 

time constraints. For instance, it would be desirable to conduct another round of 

interviews with the participants in order to discuss the main findings made in the first 
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round. This would certainly yield more nuance and depth to the individual accounts, 

in addition to serve as a measure that could limit possible single-observer biases. 

While another round of interviews would likely not qualify as a form of triangulation, I 

think it could serve as a step towards a higher degree of validity. Proper triangulation, 

such as multiple observers or multiple methods, would surely benefit the validity and 

credibility of the study, but given the inherent constraints of a single-author thesis, 

this was not feasible.  

It might be suggested that the lack of a representative from Equinor in the 

collected data limits the validity of the study. Equinor is by far the largest company in 

the Norwegian oil and gas industry, responsible for 70% of the production of 

petroleum (Equinor ASA, 2020). Thus, it would’ve been desirable to include Equinor 

in the study due to their sheer size. However, the interviewees in the study are all 

situated in organizations that either have direct or indirect ties to Equinor. As a result 

of this it is reasonable to assume that a respondent from Equinor would be likely to 

share many of the perspectives expressed because of the rather consistent 

responses in the obtained interviews. While it would be ideal to include the largest 

operator in the industry, I am comfortable that the sample analyzed in this study is 

sufficient to give a true account of the industry as a whole. 

5.2. Further research 

There is a clear lack of qualitative literature that covers the human aspects of 

information security, despite of the central role that perception, culture and behavior 

plays. This area is clearly suitable for qualitative work, and I argue that the field is 

clearly lacking in this regard. I would suggest future research on the topic to include 

ethnographic work that study information security from a human perspective in its 

natural environment. The importance of the human element in information security is 

well established (Kristoffersen & Hartvigsen, 2015; Verizon, 2019; Ashenden, 2008), 

yet there seems to be a lack of effort put into qualitatively understanding the 

perceived reality of individuals. Ethnographic literature in the information security 

domain are few and far between, but I think it would be a valuable supplement to the 

existing body of literature. Understanding the lived experience that relates to 

information security could provide a better understanding of how to manage 
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information security from an organizational perspective. In this paper I have explored 

how narratives of prior events can be utilized for communicating the importance of 

information security. Further research could expand on this idea, and try to explain 

why, and to what degree, such stories are effective in practice. My assumption in this 

regard is that it can be studied from a behavioral economics perspective, as I 

assume it to be related to bounded rationality and heuristics.  

All in all, I urge further academic efforts in general as the academic literature on 

information security in the sector is scarce. Oil and gas is on of the largest industries 

in the world, and a potential target for many more reasons than financial, such as 

warfare, terrorism or political influence. Thus, understanding the dynamics of 

information security within the industry, particularly the human side of it, is an 

interesting and a rather un-studied area of research.   

6. Conclusion 

The aim of this paper has been to create a deep understanding of the human side 

of information security in the Norwegian oil and gas industry through the question, 

“how can the oil and gas industry collectively improve information security?”. To 

provide suggestions for this question, a interview based approach, where ten 

professionals have voiced their thoughts and perceptions on the topic, has been the 

foundation for the analysis. In terms of the possibilities to cooperate, we have seen 

how the industry is not very unique in terms of the valuable information they possess. 

The information that requires protection is not information that provides a competitive 

advantage, thus making it a possible arena for extensive information sharing. The 

analysis identifies challenges like a disparity between the willingness to share and 

actual sharing, awareness throughout the organization, and difficulties in 

communicating. The paper argues that to meet these challenges, incidents should be 

shared in detail with the rest of the industry. The interviews indicate that people use 

past stories to relate to the current environment, thus making narratives of past 

events an ideal tool for communication. Furthermore, an ideal way for learning in the 

domain of information security is to study past incidents, so that one is better 

equipped to meet similar challenges in the future. Despite the benefits of incident 

sharing, there is still a perception amongst the interviewees that not enough is being 
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shared. I argue that one way to understand the benefits of sharing information, 

particularly information on incidents, is to look at the parallels that exist in the domain 

of epidemiology; primarily herd-immunity. Given the connectedness of the oil and gas 

industry, this paper argues that it is in the best interest of every node in the network 

to ensure the safety of the entire network. This is perhaps best exemplified through 

the saying, “a chain is as strong as its weakest link”.  

There is a demonstrated lack of qualitative research in the domain of 

information security, despite it being acknowledged that information security is largely 

a human effort. Thus, I argue that this paper contributes to the endeavor of 

qualitatively understand the perceptions within the domain, which is a needed 

supplement for field of research. A similar imbalance in literature exists within the oil 

and gas industry specific angle of information security. Much of the available 

literature is affiliated with commercial actors. Therefore, I suggest that research 

projects like this one is in demand in order to increase the academic literature in said 

domain.                                                                                                           
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Appendix 
 

I. Interview guide 
 

• Kan du fortelle meg om rollen din i organisasjonen din, og litt om bakgrunnen din? Can you 

tell me about your position in the organization, and about your professional background? 

 

• Kan du fortelle meg dine tanker om de største utfordringene innen informasjonssikkerhet i 

olje- og gassindustrien? Can you tell me about the greatest challenges in infosec for the oil 

and gas industry? 

 

• Hva tenker du når du hører informasjonssikkerhetskultur? What do you think when you hear 

the word “information security culture”? 

 

• Styrker og svakheter med infosec kulturen i oljebransjen? Strengths and weaknesses with the 

infosec culture in the oil and gas industry? 

 

• Etter din erfaring, hvordan føler du ansatte på tvers av organisasjonen tenker om 

informasjonssikkerhet? From your experience, how do you feel employees across the 

organisation think (feel, act) about information security? 

o Hva med ledelsen? 

o Do you think this applies to the rest of the industry? 

o (What can be done about it?) 

 

• Hvordan er din organisasjon sammenlignet med resten av bransjen mtp 

informasjonssikkerhet? How does your organization compare to the rest of the industry in 

regard to infosec?  

 

• Er det stor spredning i kompetanse og god kultur mellom organisasjoner? Is competence and 

good culture unevenly distributed among organizations? 

 

• Lærer dere av andre sine informasjonssikkerhetavvik? Do you learn from other organizations 

infosec mistakes? 

o Hva med andre sitt proaktive arbeid? What about others proactive work? 

o Hvordan da? Hvorfor ikke? How? Why not? 
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• Det er virkelig kultur for informasjonsdeling og innrapportering av avvik når det kommer til 

HMS i norsk oljeindustri. Hvordan er kulturen for dette når det kommer til avvik i 

informasjonssikkerhet? There is a solid culture for information sharing and reporting on 

incidents when it comes to HSEQ in Norwegian oil industry. How is the culture for this when 

it comes to incidents in infosec? 

o Spør om verdien av dette. Ask about the value or potential value of this.  

o IF a difference - Why is there a difference between these cultures? 

 

• Hvilke endringer tror du man ville sett om det ble en økning i informasjonsdeling relatert til 

informasjonssikkerhet? What changes do you think we would see if there was an increase in 

information sharing with regards to information security? 

 

• I petroleumsnæringen er det mange samarbeid og tilknytninger på kryss og tvers av 

“konkurrenter” og leverandører. På grunn av dette kan det virke ut som det ville være nyttig 

for industrien i si helhet at alle har orden i sysakene, informasjonssikkerhetsmessig. Påvirker 

dette viktigheten av en solid informasjonssikkerhetskultur på et industrielt nivå? 

 

 

• Har du noen tanker eller forslag om hvordan olje- og gassnæringen kan forbedre sin 

informasjonssikkerhetskultur?  

o (Enten på et industrielt plan, eller tiltak som organisasjoner kan gjøre.) 

o Hvem sitt ansvar er det? 

o Spør om rollen myndigheter og lover burde spille.  
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II.  Applied quotes in English and Norwegian 
 

Translated to English Original in Norwegian # 

personal data, because HR has a lot 
of information on people 
 

Personlig data om folk, for vi har jo hr 
som har mye informasjon om folk 

9 

when it came, there was focus 
everywhere 

Da den kom, så var det fokus over alt 
tenker jeg 

9 

in general, it hasn’t necessarily 
changed the way we operate that 
much 

men jeg tror ikke, generelt, jeg tror ikke 
det nødvendigvis har endret så mye på 
måten en jobber på 

4 

It’s not cheap Ja, det er ikke billig. 9 

Yes, it is very important to secure 
[personal information]. Say you have 
a user that is represented by 
personal data, it is easy to imagine 
how such an intrusion could look like. 
I mean, who you are and where you 
live can be information that allows 
you to pretend to be someone else, 
which then becomes a risk with 
regards to an intruder getting more of 
the information that we possess as a 
company. I believe there is a very 
important link there. 

Ja det er veldig viktig å verne om det, 
og hvis du kan du tenke deg at du kan 
få en bruker som er representert av 
personlig data, hvordan ville den type 
inntrenging sett ut ... Altså, hvem du er 
og hvor du bor er en inngang til og 
hvordan du kan utgi deg for å være 
noen som du ikke er, som da blir en 
risiko til hvordan man kan få tak i mer 
av den informasjonen vi sitter på som 
et selskap. Så jeg synes det er en 
veldig viktig link der 

2 

Take mail for an instance – it is very 
easy to get access to. For example, 
you can gain access to mail through 
a phone. So, what happens then if 
you misplaced your phone, or 
somebody took it? Then, (an intruder) 
can accomplish quite a lot, in a short 
span of time 

mail for eksempel er jo noe som er 
veldig enkelt å få tilgang til, du kan for 
eksempel få tilgang gjennom 
telefonen. Så hva skjer hvis du lar dem 
en plass, eller noen tok den? Du kan 
gjøre ganske mye på kort tid da 

2 

and people “tend to want access all 
the time in order to make their 
everyday-life easier” 

Og alle disse har egentlig lyst å ha 
tilgang hele veien for å gjøre sin 
hverdag enklere 

8 

it is a challenge between what is 
practical and what is safe enough 

Så det er den utfordingen mellom det 
som er lettvint og det som er sikkert 
nok 

6 

contractual details, that are very 
specific for a company, such as what 
prices you have negotiated for selling 
your oil 

Det er typisk ting som går på 
salgsprognoser , kontraktuelle detaljer, 
som er veldig spesifikt for et selskap, 
hvilke priser har du klart å forhandle 
deg til i forhold til å selge oljen din 

3 

not all contracts are the same alle kontrakter er ikke like 2 
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if you are in a process with one 
customer on something, and another 
customer on something else; if that 
information falls in the lap of the other 
customer, that can have 
consequences 

Du er i en prosess med en kunde på et 
eller andet, og med en annen kunde 
på noe annet ... Dersom den 
informasjonen til faller den andre, Så 
kan det få konsekvenser 

2 

spaghetti-industry Spaghettibransje. 4 

who’s drilling where, and when hvilken rigg skal borre hvor og når 2 

business critical information that 
concerns production 

Du har jo business kritisk informasjon 
som går på produksjon og sånn, det er 
jo viktig å beskytte 

9 

The gold is… I don’t think there’s that 
much information that is gold at our 
company. There will be phases in an 
operation that at times can be market 
sensitive 

Gullet er… Jeg tror ikke det er så mye 
informasjon som over tid er gull hos 
oss . Det vil være faser i en operasjon 
som til tider kan være børssensitivt. 

4 

The positive thing here is that these 
are not circumstances that really 
provide a competitive advantage to a 
particular enterprise, and it is then 
much easier to work together 

Det positive er at dette er ikke forhold 
som egentlig gir konkurransefordeler til 
den enkelte virksomhet, og det er da 
mye enklere å jobbe sammen. 

6 

If something were to happen it affects 
all, and there is a lot to gain from 
working together 

Dersom noe skjer, så er det felles 
ulykke, og at en har mye å tjene ved å 
spille på lag med hverandre 

6 

if we go back in time, the reality was 
that every oil company protected 
everything. Everything was secret, 
and you weren’t supposed to share a 
damn thing 

Går man tilbake i historien, så var det 
slik at ethvert oljeselskap beskyttet alt. 
Alt var hemmelig, man skulle ikke dele 
en pøkk 

3 

some oil companies have a quite high 
level of confidentiality, where they 
protect most information 

noen oljeselskaper har et ganske høyt 
nivå av konfidensialitet, de beskytter 
det meste 

1 

the oil and gas industry is 
conservative, and there are probably 
some attitudes out there that make 
people very protective of their 
information 

Olje og Gass bransjen er konservativ, 
det er nok noen holdninger som gjør at 
folk beskytter informasjonen sin veldig. 

5 

To me, it is important to know how 
this information can help me and the 
subcontractors, right? So, it is best to 
share information, and not keep it 
under wraps. If I can share something 
that can help someone else, then I’ve 
achieved something. So yes, we can 
be competitors in many areas, but 
when it comes to information security, 
we need to stand together 

Men for meg så er det viktig å vite 
hvordan denne informasjonen kan 
hjelpe meg og underleverandørene , 
ikke sant. Så det er best å dele 
informasjonen , og ikke bare holde den 
under teppet. Så hvis jeg kan dele det 
å hjelpe noen andre, så har jeg gjort 
noe. Så ja, vi kan være konkurrenter 
på mange andre områder, men når det 

9 
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gjelder it sikkerhet så må vi stå 
sammen. 

The goal is information-sharing… 
Normalizing information-sharing and 
to remove the idea that we are not 
supposed to share; on the contrary, 
we must share! 

Så det største hinderet er rett og slett , 
vi er ikke teknisk på plass til å få til 
målet, og det er: deling, ikke sant , 
informasjonsdeling, ufarliggjøring av 
informasjonsdeling, bare å fjerne den 
ideen om at vi ikke skal dele, jo tvert 
imot vi skal dele! 

3 

within IT, it is talked about, because 
one has the same problems and the 
same challenges 

Innenfor forumet it, så snakker man 
om det der, formann har jo de samme 
problemene og samme utfordringene 

3 

it is not necessarily through formal 
channels, but the informal is in place. 
But there isn’t a structured approach 
to learning [across the industry] 

Det er ikke noen formelle kanaler 
nødvendigvis, men de uformelle ligger 
jo til grunn. Men det er ikke en 
strukturert tilnærming til læring på 
tvers. 

2 

Perhaps the most important thing that 
came out of it, was that with the help 
of Hydro, the authorities found traces 
that led to other companies who the 
attackers had prepared to attack. 
They had made preparations to 
attack other companies, which then 
was stopped because Hydro was 
open and involved the authorities 

Ja, og kanskje det viktigste som kom 
ut av det var at myndigheter med og 
via Hydro sin hjelp, fant frem til spor 
som ledet til andre selskaper som 
angriperene hadde gjort seg klar til å 
angripe, de hadde gjort forberedelser 
til å angripe andre selskaper, Som de 
da fikk stoppet fordi Hydro var åpne og 
involverte myndigheter. 

1 

It is obviously a lot of unreported 
cases here. And there are probably a 
lot of companies who are holding 
back because there are economic 
and reputational ramifications that 
makes it unappealing to go public 
with the information 

Det er jo klart at det er kjempestore 
mørketall her. Og det er nok svært 
mange som holder igjen fordi det er alt 
fra økonomsike og renome aspekter 
som gjør at det ikke er ønskelig å gå ut 
i media om det. 

8 

There are unreported cases, a lot of 
unreported cases. That’s one thing, 
another thing is that you never really 
get to know what happened. Hydro 
has been very open, so in that case 
we know what happened, but in many 
other cases we don’t really know 
what happened 

Det er mørketall, store mørketall. Det 
er det ene, det andre er at du får 
egentlig ikke vite helt hva som har 
skjedd. Hydro har vært veldig åpne, så 
der vet vi hva som har skjedd, men i 
mange andre caser vet vi ikkje hva 
som har skjedd. 

5 

I think most of it is kept secret. Then 
every now and then some stories 
reach the public like Hydro who 
chose to be open about it. Which 
obviously is great, and I think we will 
see more of that going forward 

Det aller meste tror jeg blir skjult, Og 
så kommer det noen historier i media , 
en gang iblant, sånn som for eksempel 
hydro Som valgte å gå åpent ut. Som 
selvfølgelig er kjempebra, og jeg tror vi 
kommer til å si mer av det. 

1 
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Things happen that we don’t know 
about. There are companies that 
don’t tell 

For det skjer ting som man ikke vet 
om. det er jo bedrifter som ikke forteller 

9 

it is embarrassing to report Her er det store mørketall. Det er flaut 
å rapportere. 

5 

The ones who have experienced 
problems don’t want to talk about it to 
a great extent because it has to do 
with one’s reputation. One might be a 
little embarrassed, and to say “we got 
hacked so bad last week” is not the 
first thing you want to do. It is not 
what you prefer talking about. But, 
within the IT environment, among IT 
managers and so on, it is talked 
about. But there are not large forums 
for it… There are conferences where 
it a topic, but then it’s spoken about in 
more general terms. It’s not the topic 
that sees the most light of day; you’d 
rather talk about how good you are 

De som har opplevd å fått problemer, 
de ønsker jo ikke å snakke så mye om 
det for det har jo med omdømmet å 
gjøre , man er kanskje litt flaut og det 
er ikke det man slår i bordet med og 
sier «vi ble hakket noe så forferdelig 
siste uke», det er jo ikke det man har 
lyst å prate om. Men innenfor miljøene, 
it sjefer og it avdelinger og sånt, de 
snakker jo sammen. Men det er ikke 
store fora for det. Det finnes 
konferanser der det er et tema, som en 
del av det, men da snakker man litt 
sånn generelt, det er ikke det temaet 
som er mest oppe i dagen og man har 
mest lyst å snakke om hvor flink man 
er. 

3 

I think the whole awareness part is 
good, but I don’t think you’ll ever 
have enough of it 

Hele den awareness biten synes jeg er 
bra, men jeg tror aldri du vil få nok av 
det. 

2 

there is a high focus on safety in 
general 

Det er et høyt fokus på sikkerhet, 
generelt 

10 

mirrors society in general. Some 
have two-factor authentication on 
their phone, while some have 
deactivated it and thinks it’s a hassle 

Jeg tror det er et sprik, men det 
gjenspeiler jo samfunnet generelt. 
Noen har to faktor autorisering på 
mailen, mens andre har deaktivert det 
og synes det bare er en hassle 

4 

You can see how people post things 
on Facebook, and don’t think twice 
before posting pictures of their 
children. So, it’s easy to think that 
they have the same attitude at work 
as well; they don’t think about cyber-
attacks and cyber-security, per se 

Man ser jo hvordan folk legger ting ut 
på facebook, og tenker ikke to ganger 
før de legger ut bilde av barnet sine. 
Så da kan man jo tenke at de har 
samme holdning når de kommer på 
jobb og, de tenker ikke på it angrep og 
it sikkerhet sånn sett 

9 

but, you cannot force people, they 
themselves have to understand the 
importance of participating 

men vi kan jo ikke tvinge folk, de må 
selv forstå at det er viktig å være med . 

9 

I don’t like calling things 
‘campaigns’… There are plenty of 
campaigns, and they have a 
beginning and an end; this, however, 

Jeg liker ikke å kalle ting for 
kampanjer. Hehe, Det er nok av 
kampanjer og de har en start og de har 
en slutt, dette er noe som må foregå 
kontinuerlig. 

2 
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is something that needs to happen on 
a continuous basis 

You can have an ISO 27001 
certificate on the wall, but still be 
completely clueless, so that’s no 
guarantee. The thing that shows that 
you are taking this seriously is by 
doing what you say you will do; that 
you are in compliance with what you 
say. The biggest challenge in working 
with security, is a lack of compliance. 
And then we are talking about 
humans again; they take shortcuts 
and so on. That’s why teaching, 
teaching, teaching and drilling, 
drilling, drilling is super important 

Du kan ha ISO 27001 sertifisering på 
bare en liten bit av virsomheten, og du 
kan ha iso 27001 sertifikat på veggen 
men alikevell være helt ute å kjøre, så 
det er ingen garanti. Det som viser at 
du tar dette alvorlig er at kartet 
stemmer overns med terrenget, og at 
selskapet etterlever det de sier. Og det 
er den største utordringen med 
sikkerhetsarbeid, at det ikke blir 
etterlevd, det man sier skal bli 
etterlevd. og da er man tilbake til 
menneskene, de tar snarveier og de 
gjør ditt og datt. Da er opplæring, 
opplæring og drilling og drilling kjempe 
viktig 

5 

Those who work with finances and 
those who work closely with the 
systems probably have a higher 
degree of awareness. But, the 
majority of our employees are out 
driving trucks or standing at the dock 
securing containers…and a lot of 
them are not skilled with computers 

De som jobber i finans og de som 
jobber mye i systemene, de har nok en 
høyere grad av forståelsen. Men 
majoriteten av våre ansatte er ute og 
kjører truck, de står på kaien og henter 
på en krok, de blir skitne på fingrene 
hvis jeg kan si det. Og mange av de er 
heller ikke gode på data. 
 
  

2 

There is an inadequate information 
security culture offshore 

så det er en informasjon 
sikkerhetskultur som er veldig 
mangelfull på offshore. 

9 

familiarize with the digital, based on 
what you have and are using 

bli kjent med det digitale, basert på det 
du har. 

2 

I think many companies have a high 
level of competence internally, but 
the question is how much focus does 
it have at the management level 

. Jeg tror det er mange selskaper som 
har en god kompetanse internt, men 
spørsmålet er hvor stort fokus har det 
på styre og ledelsesnivå 

4 

there are specialists and groups in all 
companies that work with [information 
security], but if you look at the 
management level, then they don’t 
know enough about it 

Så det er jo spesialister og grupper i 
alle selskaper som jobber med dette, 
men hvis du kommer opp på 
ledelsesnivå, på foretningen, så kan de 
ikke nok om det. De kan rett og slett 
ikke nok om hvordan de skal forholde 
seg til dette 

5 

It’s likely a longer road to the 
boardroom with information security 
compared to traditional security, and 

Det er et lenger kliv til styringsrommet 
med informasjonssikkerhet en med 
tradisjonell sikkerhet, og det har litt 

10 
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that has to do with maturation. But I 
believe that the more digital we get, 
that is where the discussion about 
security will be 

med modenhet å gjøre. Men jeg tror jo 
mer digitale vi blir, så er det der 
sikkerhetsdiskusjonen kommer til å 
ligge. 

we are not quite there yet . På informasjonssikkerhet er vi ikke 
helt der 

5 

how much are you willing to pay for 
insurance? 

Det er litt sånn, hvor mye er du villig til 
å betale i forsikring? 

4 

it is not always well received, 
because it limits people in doing their 
job in the most efficient way 
sometimes 

Og det er jo ikke alltid at det er godt 
mottatt, fordi Det hindrer jo folk i å 
gjøre jobben på best mulig måte av og 
til. 

4 

“[Information security] is something 
that may slow down progress. My 
argument is that is secures progress; 
it ensures secure growth of the 
company 

Noe som på den ene siden kan 
bremse framdrift, samtidig som er jo 
mitt argument at det sikrer fremdrift, 
det sikrer en trygg utvikling av 
selskapet 

1 

The challenge here is that you have 
an idea that you need to sell, and 
people need to buy that idea. They 
also have to understand what you are 
talking about, and that’s really the 
biggest challenge; not that many 
people truly understand what you are 
talking about 

Så utfordringen er mye mer det her at 
du har en ide som du må selge inn, 
også må folk kjøpe ideen din , og de 
må skjønne hva du snakker om. og det 
er egentlig den største utfordringen, de 
færreste skjønner jo egentlig hva du 
snakker om.  

3 

We are nerds, and we have our own 
tribal language that doesn’t match up 
with the rest of the organization, and 
then we are left a bit on the sideline. 
It can be difficult to have those 
dialogues with a group of leaders 
because it’s difficult to articulate, to 
put it in words that make it interesting 
and understandable. I think a lot of it 
has to do with communication 

I it er vi nerder, og vi kommer med et 
stammespråk som ikke glir inn i resten 
av organisasjonen, og da blir vi litt på 
siden. Og det er vanskelig å ha de 
dialogene med en ledergruppe. Og 
den klarer ikke å formulere det, å sette 
ord på det, som gjør det interessant og 
forståelig. Jeg tror nok mye går på 
kommunikasjon. 

4 

I don’t think statistics left and right on 
everything out there, is the key 

jeg tror ikke det er statistikk på kryss 
og tvers av alt som er nøkkelen 

2 

I don’t think I would benefit from 
having a report on statistics to hand 
to the management. There are plenty 
of those statistical reports online that 
show the amount of attacks and so 
on, but they are just numbers… But, 
if a CEO has actually been there, and 
been exposed to it – if he then talks 
to the other CEO’s in the industry, 
then it is more likely that people will 

Jeg tror ikke det ville gitt meg noe, å 
hatt en rapport og statistikk og gitt den 
til ledelsen, det er nok av de 
statistikkene på nett som viser antall 
angrep og så videre, men det er bare 
noen tall . Det er ingen som har kjent 
det på kroppen.  Men dersom en 
direktør har kjent det på kroppen, og 
vært utsatt for det, og snakker med 
resten av direktørene i bransjen, så vil 

4 
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listen because it hits close to home 
when somebody actually experienced 
it 

nok de hat mer klang i ørene til de som 
lytter, for da er det noe nært Og noen 
som faktisk har opplevd det 

Do you have to report all phishing 
attempts? Then that would require a 
whole lot across the industry, 
because I assume that the amount of 
phishing attempts is a hundredfold of 
the number of human injuries. This 
would accumulate a huge volume 

skal du rapportere alle fishing forsøk? 
Så vil det kreve veldig mye av en 
bransje, og jeg vil tro at fishing forsøk 
er 100 ganger multippel av personell 
skader, som igjen vil akkumulere opp 
et enormt volum. 

2 

the law says something, but the 
technology says something else 

Lovteksten sier noe, mens teknologien 
sier noe annet. 

10 

you could say there is a lot of ‘laws’ in 
the contract you are managing 

Og så kan du også si at det finnes mye 
«lover» i kontrakten du forvalter. 

2 

happening behind closed doors det er litt mer på bakrommet og litt mer 
skjult kan du si. 

3 

It is a bit like herd-immunity against 
viruses 

Det er litt sånn som gruppe immunitet 
mot virus. 

1 

broadly speaking, we are vulnerable 
as an industry 

totaltsett, er vi sårbare som bransje 2 

doesn’t get stronger than the weakest 
link 

Det blir ikke sterkere en det svakeste 
leddet 

10 

A significant point is the part about 
being prepared to handle incidents. 
There is a minimal degree of training 
sessions and practicing on this… 
They don’t practice on how to handle 
situations, and they haven’t practiced 
coordinating with suppliers and 
others who have knowledge within 
the systems 

Et annet vesentlig punkt ligger på dette 
med å være beredt på å håndtere 
hendelser. Det er minimal grad av 
treninger og øvelser på dette. Og det 
starter egentlig enda før det, det er 
ikke spesifikke kompetanskerav for de 
som jobber med industrisystemene i 
forhold til ikt sikkert. De trener ikke på 
hvordan man håndterer situasjoner, og 
de har ikke øvt på samhandling med 
leverandører og andre som har 
delkunnskap om systematikken 

6 

It’s one thing to do something about 
what you already know, it’s a 
completely different thing to do 
something with what you don’t know 

En ting er å gjøre noe med det som en 
vet om, Det er noe helt annet å gjøre 
noe med det som han ikke vet om. 

1 

every day, constantly, new types of 
attacks are developed, so we have to 
make sure that we have secured the 
systems adequately 

Det er en krig, det utvikler seg hver 
dag med nye typer angrep hele veien , 
ikke sant. Så vi må sørge for at vi har 
beskyttet de systemene godt nok. 

9 

There is a lot of cash in circulation, so 
I think many secure themselves well 
in terms of technical barriers. And 
there is probably a good amount of 
initiatives to training as well, because 

Det er mye penger i omløp , så jeg tror 
mange sikrer seg teknisk. Og det er 
nok en god del initiativer til opplæring 
biten også. For en har en strukturert 
tilnærming til kompetanseheving og 
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there is a structured approach 
towards awareness training and 
competence enhancement. However, 
I’m not sure if it is enough. If there 
has been a close-call or an incident, 
one might make a push with a 
campaign, and then that was it. One 
might forget the continuous 
awareness training 

awareness training. Men om det er 
nok, det er jeg litt usikker på. Hvis en 
har et tilløp til en hendelse, så tar en 
kanskje et fremstøt med en kampanje, 
og så var det det, en glemmer den 
kontinuerlige bevisstgjøringen 

It is important to inform as early as 
possible so that others can be aware 
that this is happening. If they notice 
the same type of attack, they might 
then be able to do something about it. 
Limit the effect. But, if they inform 
about it too late, it is too late for 
everyone 

Det er viktig å informere tidlig, slik at 
andre kan være bevisst på at dette 
skjer, for hvis de legger merke til 
samme type angrep så kan de gjøre 
noe . Begrenser effekten. Men hvis de 
forteller litt for sent, så er det for sent 
for alle. 

9 

You are an individual, but you 
represent the security of the entire 
company… [It’s necessary] to know 
that a mistake by you can affect your 
colleagues and your customers, 
which in turn is our ticket to existence 

altså, du er et individ men du 
representerer sikkerheten for hele 
selskapet, der er det et generelt 
forbedringspotensiale. Det å eie 
konsekvens tankegangen. Det å vite at 
et feilgrep hos deg kan ramme sine 
kolleger og dine kunder, som igjen er 
vår billett til eksistens. 
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